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Planning Grasps With Suction Cups and Parallel
Grippers Using Superimposed Segmentation

of Object Meshes
Weiwei Wan , Member, IEEE, Kensuke Harada , Member, IEEE, and Fumio Kanehiro , Member, IEEE

Abstract—This article develops model-based grasp planning al-
gorithms. It focuses on industrial end-effectors like grippers and
suction cups, and plans grasp configurations considering computer
aided design (CAD) models of target objects. The developed algo-
rithms can stably find many high-quality grasps, with satisfying
precision and little dependency on the quality of CAD models. The
undergoing core technique is superimposed segmentation, which
preprocesses a mesh model by peeling it into superimposed facets.
The algorithms use the facets to locate contacts and synthesize
grasp poses for popular industrial end-effectors. Several tunable
parameters are prepared to adapt the algorithms to meet various
requirements. The experimental section studies the influence of the
tunable parameters and analyzes the cost, precision, and robustness
of the proposed algorithms and their planned grasps, with both sim-
ulations and real-world systems. Besides, the proposed algorithms
are applicable to mesh models reconstructed from point clouds
obtained by depth sensors. Some experiments and analysis are also
carried out to study and demonstrate the ability.

Index Terms—Grasping, grippers and other end-effectors,
manipulation planning.

I. INTRODUCTION

THIS article develops algorithms to plan grasping configura-
tions automatically. It focuses on industrial end-effectors,

and plans grasp poses for these end-effectors considering com-
puter aided design (CAD) models of target objects.

Developing grasp planning algorithms is vital to manufactur-
ing using “teachingless” robotic manipulators. Modern robotic
manipulation systems use manually annotated or pretaught grasp
configurations to perform specific tasks, which is not only costly
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but also difficult to redeploy. Automatic grasp synthesis or plan-
ning algorithms could bypass the annoying manual work and
enable fast redeployment for varying and changing manufacture.
For this reason, lots of studies in the field of robotic grasping
have been devoted to automatic grasp planning, and many grasp
planning algorithms have been developed. These algorithms can
plan grasps considering forces and collisions. However, they
hardly meet the requirements of fully automatic manufacturing
applications like bin-picking and assembly. The requirements
include but are not limited to: 1) flexibility: the grasp planner is
expected to provide as many candidate grasp poses as possible
for optimization; 2) robustness: the grasp planner must have little
dependency on the quality of CAD models; and 3) precision: the
relative object poses do not change much after being grasped by
the planned grasps.

On the other hand, on-going grasp planning studies concen-
trate on theoretical aspects like grasp closures and qualities,
or applicational aspects like grasping using multifinger hands,
dexterous hands, and hands with tactile and force sensors. Grasp
planning for popular industrial end-effectors, e.g., parallel grip-
pers and suction cups, is usually ignored since grasping rigid
objects using such end-effectors is considered to be easy and
solved. In this article, we reinspect this opinion and restudy the
grasp planning problem for parallel grippers. After reviewing
previous work, we found that although grasp planner for parallel
grippers had existed for decades, they do not really meet the
requirements of industrial tasks: some old-fashioned algorithms
could plan grasps for simple polytopes (e.g., ray-shooting-based
methods, simple segmentation-based methods, etc.), but they
do not apply to complicated mesh models and cannot output a
satisfying number of grasps; and modern grasp planning algo-
rithms aim to find stable grasps, but they are short in finding
a large amount of grasping poses and tend to overlook the
precision or the robustness of the planned grasps under different
mesh qualities. It is thus difficult to use the planned grasps for
industrial tasks like bin-picking and assembly.

Under this background, this article develops new grasp plan-
ning algorithms for industrial bin picking and assembly. The
problem is formulated as follows. The goal is to develop al-
gorithms that accept: 1) kinematic models of industrial end-
effectors like suction cups, parallel grippers, and three-finger-
one-parameter grippers; and 2) CAD models of rigid objects.
The algorithms are expected to produce: A set of automatically
planned grasp configurations. We assume: 1) the objects have
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rigid bodies. Soft or changeable objects are not considered; and
2) the end-effectors and manipulators are actuated using position
control to ensure fast operation. Tactile or F/T sensors are not
available.

The fundamental technique of the developed algorithms is
superimposed segmentation, which is specially designed to pre-
process the mesh models for contact and grasp planning. The su-
perimposed segmentation preprocesses a mesh model by peeling
it into facets. Each facet is allowed to overlap with others, and
thus the peeling preprocessing is called superimposed segmen-
tation. The overlap and sizes of the peeled facets are controlled
by several tunable parameters, which allow users to change the
quality of planned grasps following the requirements of their
applications. The superimposed facets are used to determine
contacts. Grasp poses for popular industrial end-effectors are
planned considering the contacts.

The manuscript presents the details of the superimposed
segmentation, the tunable parameters, as well as the planning
algorithms. It carries out experiments to compare and analyze
the roles of the parameters and the performances of the proposed
planner. Also, some real-world regrasp and assembly systems
are implemented to show the efficacy of the proposed algorithms.
The experimental results and real-world integrations show that
the developed algorithms could plan a large number of precise
grasps with little dependency on CAD models’ quality (triangle
densities). Object positions change less than 2 mm after being
grasped the planned grasps. Besides, the algorithms are applica-
ble to mesh models reconstructed from point clouds obtained by
depth sensors. They meet the requirements for modern industry
bin-picking and assembly. Compared to popular methods using
ray-shooting or simple segmentation, the algorithm is more
flexible, robust, and precise.

The rest of this article is organized as follows. Section II
reviews related work. Section III discusses the fundamental
technique like superimposed segmentation and sampling contact
points. In Section IV, details of grasp planning algorithms using
the fundamental technique are shown. Section V presents the
experiments and analysis. Finally, Section VI concludes this
article.

II. RELATED WORK

This article develops model-based grasp planning algorithms
for suction cups and parallel grippers. Accordingly, this section
reviews related studies on grasp theories and grasp planning
of suction cups and parallel grippers, with a particular focus on
preprocessing mesh models. Also, since the proposed algorithms
form a basic component of our open-source robotic simulator,
it is used by many projects and appeared in several previous
publications. The difference with them is clarified in the end.

A. Grasp Theories and Grasp Planning

Grasp theories study form/force closure and closure qual-
ities. The theoretical studies apply to suction cups, parallel
grippers, as well as other robotic hands. Some early work
like [1] and [2] studied point fingers and polygonal objects,
with later extensions to more realistic scenarios like curved

surfaces and fingers [3]–[7], considering grasp stability [8]–
[10], and grasp metrics [11], [12]. The early theoretical studies
were mostly 2-D, and the concentration was to estimate the
stability of grasps and the resistance to external wrenches. The
theoretical studies were extended to 3-D polyhedral objects or
mesh models composed of flat faces later, assuming to be hard
point contacts. Examples include [13], [14], etc. Some other
studies optimized the planned grasps [15] using some quality
metrics [16].

Planning grasp poses for real-world objects and real-world
end-effectors are more challenging than the early theoretical
studies. There is a big gap between the computed results and
real-world executions. Many factors like contact regions, object
surface curvatures, resistance to torque caused by gravity forces,
kinematics of robot hands, etc., must be considered to secure
stable and precise grasps. Several previous studies challenged
these difficulties. For example, Wolter et al. [17] considered
the geometry of grippers during the automatic generation of
grasps for 3-D rectilinear objects. Jones et al. [18] considered
the parallel faces of a 3-D object as well as the mesh model
of a robot gripper to plan two-finger grasps for pick-and-place
operations. Liu et al. [19] used the attractive regions of an
object to plan stable grasps. Pozzi et al. [20] discussed grasp
qualities considering the kinematic structures of underactuated
and compliant hands. Shi et al. [21] considered environmental
constraints as well as the kinematic constraints of robot hands
to plan accessible grasps for bin-picking and kitting tasks. Li
et al. [22] used stretching ropes (cord geometry) to find the
contact of a hand jaw with object surfaces and hence plan
the grasps. Ciocarlie et al. [23] considered local geometry and
structures at contact points and modeled friction forces using soft
models. Harada et al. [24] discussed a gripper with soft finger
pads attached to the fingertips and analyzed object mesh models
considering the depth of contacts. These studies used gripper
models and their kinematic structures to ensure feasibility and
considered contact properties by analyzing the meshes around
contact regions.

This article plans grasp for suction cups and parallel grippers.
For these simple end-effectors, the form/force closure theory is
simplified to comparing surface normals at the contacts. The
kinematic constraints, contact, and quality of grasps are consid-
ered in segmentation, sampling, and nested collision detection,
respectively. The planned grasps quality depends on the prepro-
cessing of mesh models, which is further reviewed below. With
these adaptations, the algorithms proposed in this article could
plan a large number of precise candidate grasps with little influ-
ence by CAD mesh qualities. They are ready to be used by an in-
tegrated task and manipulation planner for high-level planning.

B. Preprocessing Mesh Models

Two major approaches to preprocess the mesh models for
grasp planning are 1) primitive fitting and 2) surface segmen-
tation. The first approach represents mesh models using a set
of shape primitives, and plans grasp by considering the fitting
errors or using preannotated grasps. The second approach rep-
resents mesh models using coplanar triangle sets. Each coplanar
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segmented triangle set is named a facet and equals to one
constitutional polygon of a polyhedron.

For primitive fitting-based grasp planning, Goldfeder
et al. [25] represented a mesh model using recursive splitting
and fitting of primitive superquadrics [26]. El-Khoury et al. [27]
fitted segmented point clouds using primitive superquadrics and
used preannotated training sets to learn grasp points from the
fitted models. Xue et al. [28] also used primitive superquadrics
to fit models and plan grasps for Schunk Anthromorph Hands.
Other than superquadrics-based fitting, Miller et al. [29] repre-
sented a mesh model using a set of primitive mesh models like
boxes and spheres, and use a set of rules defined on the primitives
to generate grasps for the mesh model. Hueber et al. [30]
fitted mesh models using different levels of primitive boxes
and planned grasp by evaluating the annotated grasps on the
primitives. Bonilla et al. [31] also fitted mesh models using
primitive boxes and planned grasps using geometric information
extracted from the primitive boxes. Nagata et al. [32] proposed
an interactive method for grasp planning by assuming shape
primitives. Yamanobe et al. [33] defined the gripping config-
urations of several shape primitives and used primitive shape
representation to plan grasping poses for mobile manipulators.
Curtis et al. [34] used primitives to learn grasps. Instead of
explicitly fitting primitives, the authors used learned grasping
knowledge on a set of primitive objects to speed up the process of
planning successful grasps for novel objects. Harada et al. [35]
used cylinders to fit banana point clouds, and planned robust
grasps by analyzing the projections of the point clouds on
the cylindrical axes denoted by the fitted cylinders. The grasp
moduli space proposed by Pokorny et al. [36] is also a primitive
fitting approach. The primitive fitting approaches do not assure
the stability of planned grasps, or the exact object poses after
grasping. Some further evaluations or optimizations are needed
to make the results practical.

For surface segmentation-based grasp planning, Harada
et al. [24] clustered triangle meshes by using a parameter de-
noting softness of contacts and implemented grasp planning for
grippers with soft finger pads. Tsuji et al. [37] used multilevel
clustering [38] to find the concavity and convexity of mesh
models, and used stress distribution models to plan stable grasps.
Hang et al. [39] also used multilevel clustering to plan grasps.
The difference is their goal was not to find grasping features.
Instead, they use different levels of simplification to iteratively
search for stable grasps under reachability constraints. In a later
work, Hang et al. [40] extended the study to fingertip spaces
and used multiresolution contacts to expedite grasp synthesis.
The results of the multilevel planning were demonstrated in [41]
using an Allegro hand. The hand could gait to different configu-
rations as the weights of objects change. Some of the primitive
fitting approaches also have a segmentation step, where meshes
or point clouds are segmented for fitting [27], [42].

The algorithms developed in this article use surface segmen-
tation to plan contacts and estimate closure qualities. Unlike
previous work that segmented each triangle into a single facet
or performed multilevel segmentation, we propose the idea of
superimposed segmentation. Each triangle is repeatedly seg-
mented into different facets, and the overlap and thickness of the

facets are controlled by tunable parameters pertaining to surface
normals. The advantage of the superimposition is it produces
many uniform facets, allows sampling more contacts, and thus
enables planning a large number of stable and precise grasp
configurations for suction cups and parallel grippers. The grasp
planning algorithms using the superimposed segmentation de-
couple the triangle density and levels of details from the grippers
and suction cups, making the planned results less influenced by
different mesh qualities.

C. Relations to Our Previous Studies

Previously, many projects were developed using grasping
poses planned by the algorithms in this article. These projects
use the planned grasps to iteratively select start and goal poses in
the robot workspace [43]–[45], build manipulation graphs [46]–
[50], or optimize object assembly sequences [51]–[53]. Al-
though the proposed algorithms were heavily used in these
projects, they were not carefully introduced or analyzed. The
related publications focused on high-level task and motion plan-
ning problems instead of the fundamental grasp planning. This
article fills up the gap. It presents all details of the grasp planner,
discusses the tunable parameters, their precision, and robustness
under various mesh qualities, as well as the applications to mesh
models reconstructed from sensor-collected point clouds. It also
shows some of our projects that use the planned grasps to pick
up and manipulate objects at the end of this article. The projects
are compiled into a supplementary video with a special focus on
the grasp planning process.

III. PREPROCESSING MESH MODELS

A. Superimposed Segmentation

Superimposed segmentation provides uniform facets. Here,
by uniform, we mean facets peeled from a surface with sim-
ilar geometry features are equally large. Conventional ap-
proaches [38], [54] cluster each triangle1 into a single facet,
resulting in uneven facets—Some of them could be large, while
others are small, even if the facets are all from a surface with
similar geometry feature. Unlike the conventional approaches,
superimposed segmentation allows one triangle to be repeatedly
clustered to multiple facets, making all facets uniform. The
clustered facets do not exclusively occupy the triangles that
might also belong to other facets. Fig. 1 shows an example of
this idea.

The superimposed segmentation is computed as follows. First,
the algorithm randomly initiates a seed triangle and scans the
surrounding triangles of the seed. See Fig. 2(a) for example.
The purple triangle is the seed triangle, and the algorithm scans
the triangles surrounding it. If the angle between the normals
of the seed triangle and an adjacent triangle is smaller than a
threshold θpln, the adjacent triangle is clustered into the same
facet as the seed triangle. In the figure, the angles between the
black arrows and the purple arrow are equal to or smaller than
θpln. Thus, the related triangles are clustered into the purple facet.

1We assume the CAD is triangulated. If not, the surface triangulation methods
introduced in [55] could be used to triangulate mesh models.
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Fig. 1. Segmenting mesh models into superimposed facets. (a) Original mesh
model. (b) Results of segmentation. (c) The facets are superimposed.

Fig. 2. Superimposition is controlled by two parameters. (a) θpln controls
planarity of each facet. (b) θfct controls the overlap of facets.

In contrast, the angles between the grey arrows and the purple
arrow are larger than θpln. Consequently, the related triangles
are not included. θpln is a tunable parameter that controls the
planarity of a facet.

After clustering the first facet, the algorithm randomizes a
new seed triangle and repeats the clustering by starting from the
new seed. The routine to randomizes a new seed is as follows.
The algorithm scans the surrounding triangles of the previous
seeds and checks the angles between the previous seeds’ normals
and the normals of the surrounding triangles. If an angle is larger
than θfct, the related triangle is selected as the new seed. Fig. 2(b)
shows an example the process. The angle between the green
normal and the purple normal is larger than θfct. Thus, the triangle
with the green normal is selected as the new seed. The algorithm
repeats the clustering process by using a new seed and generates
a new facet [the green facet shown in the right part of Fig. 2(b)].
θfct is a tunable parameter that controls the superimposition of
facets.

During clustering, all triangles are repeatedly scanned, which
allows one triangle to be clustered into multiple facets. The
facets could superimpose with each other. On the other hand,
the normals of all previous seeds are compared when initiating a
new seed, which ensures each facet is unique, and the algorithm
can stop properly.

B. Sampling Contact Points

1) Sampling and Distributing: Contact points are computed
by sampling the surface of the object mesh model. The sampling
is first performed over the whole surface to provide evenly
distributed contact points on the mesh. Then, the sampled points
are repeatedly distributed to the superimposed facets as their
contact points. Note that we avoided sampling individual facets,
since it only provides evenly distributed contact points on indi-
vidual facets, the overall distribution relies on the segmentation

Fig. 3. (a) Sample over the whole mesh surface. (b) Distribute the samples to
each facet to avoid repeated sampling.

Fig. 4. Two refinements that remove the bad contact points. The first refine-
ment removes the contact points with small distances to facet boundaries. The
second refinement removes the contact points that are too close to others.

methods. In cases, where a facet is small, individual sampling
may fail to produce contact points.

Fig. 3 shows an example. In Fig. 3(a), the whole mesh surface
is sampled and in Fig. 3(b), the sampled points are distributed
to superimposed facets. The surface is sampled once, and the
sampled points are distributed to individual facets repeatedly.
The method ensures the contact points on each facet have
equal density and are evenly distributed. It is irrelevant to the
segmentation methods. Also, the method distributes the samples
to multiple facets without sampling again. It avoids repeated
computation and improves algorithm efficiency.

2) Removing Bad Samples: The output of sampling and dis-
tributing cannot be used directly, since the distributed samples
might be 1) near the boundary of facets and 2) near to each
other. In the first case, attaching fingerpads to the sampled
points near facet boundaries lead to unstable grasps. In the
second case, attaching fingerpads to the near points produces
similar grasping configurations, which results in a large number
of similar grasps and is wasteful. To avoid the problems, we
perform two refining processes, where the first one computes
the distance between a contact point and the boundary of its
facet. The points with distances smaller than tbdry are removed.
The second one removes the contact points that are too close to
others. The remaining contact points after being refined by the
first process are further screened using the fixed-radius nearest
neighbor (frNN) algorithm to remove nearby points with a
distance smaller than trnn. Like θpln and θfct, tbdry and trnn are
tunable parameters of the grasp planner. Note that both the two
refining processes are done locally in a facet. The overlapped
samples on superimposed facets are not affected. Fig. 4 shows
a graphical view of the two refining processes.

In practice, trnn is determined by the size of finger pads. An
end-effector contacts with objects at a region, instead of a single
point. trnn specifies the radius of the contact region. It controls
the density of planned grasps by removing nearby candidates.

As a demonstration, Fig. 5 shows the process of sampling
contact points using a plastic workpiece shown in Fig. 5(a).
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Fig. 5. Sampling contact points. (a) The original object. (b) The sampled
contact points. (c) The contact points distributed to one facet. (d) Removing bad
contact points. Especially in (d), the white points are removed since they are too
near to the boundary. The red points are the results of frNN screening.

Fig. 6. (a) SFC model. (b) The curvature of a facet. (c) The goal is to make
sure the object is stable at an arbitrary pose.

3) Stability: The soft-finger contact (SFC) model proposed
in [56] is used to estimate the stability of a grasp. The force and
torque exerted by one SFC are expressed as follows:

f Tt ft +
τ2n
e2n

≤ μ2f2
n. (1)

Here, ft indicates the tangential force at the contact. τ2n indi-
cates the torque at the contact. fn indicates the load applied in the
direction of the contact normal. en is the eccentricity parameter
that captures the relationship between maximum frictional force
and moment. Under the Winkler elastic foundation model, en is

en =
max(τn)

max(ft)
=

∫
S rμKui(r)dS∫
S μKui(r)dS

(2)

where K is the elastic modules of the foundation over the thick-
ness of the soft finger pad, S is the contact surface between the
finger pad and the object, r is the distance between a differential
contact point and the center of the contact region, and ui(r) is
the depth of the soft penetration. These symbols are illustrated
in Fig. 6(a). The area marked by the dashed red curve shows
the contact surface. The area spanned by the gray arrows shows
the contact surface S. The green segment shows the distance
r. The blue segment shows the penetration depth ui(r). Using
R to denote the radius of the contact curvature, ui(r) can be
represented as follows:

ui(r) =
√
R2 − r2 − (R− hmax) (3)

where hmax is the maximum depth of the soft penetration. The
golden segment in Fig. 6(a) illustrates it. R could be computed
using max(di/θi) following the definition of curvature, where
di is the distance between the center of the ith facet and the

center of the seed triangle, θi is the angle between the normal of
the ith triangle and the normal of the seed triangle. The concrete
meaning of di and θi on a facet is illustrated in Fig. 6(b). Here,
three triangles identified by green, golden, and blue normals are
used for illustration. The dis of these triangles are essentially the
lengths of their connecting segments to the center of the seed.
The θi of the triangles are essentially the in-between angles
between the normals. The R of a facet is thus computed as the
maximum di/θi of all triangles in the facet.

hmax is used as a tunable parameter to control the stability of
planned grasps. Since the goal of stability estimation is to make
sure the object is stable at an arbitrary pose [see Fig. 6(c)], a
planned grasp must meet2

(mgc)2 ≤ en
2(μ2f2

n − (mg)2) (4)

where c is the distance between the center of mass (com) of
the object and the center of contacts. During manipulation,
the largest external torque appears when gravity direction is
perpendicular to vector

−−−−−−−−−−→
contact− com. From (2), (3), and (4),

we obtain

(mgc)2 ≤
(

8

15

)2

(2Rhmax − hmax
2)(μ2f2

n − (mg)2) (5)

This equation is used to determine the stability of planned grasps.
A givenhmax will be substituted into it to check if a planned grasp
meets the stability requirements. Only stable ones are kept.

IV. PLANNING THE GRASP CONFIGURATIONS

This section develops algorithms to plan grasps for suction
cups and parallel grippers using the superimposed facets and
the sampled contact points.

A. Suction Cups

We assume a suction end-effector has only one suction cup.
The grasp planning algorithm for a single suction cup is a
two-step process. In the first step, the algorithm finds the possible
orientations to attach the suction cup to the sampled and refined
contact points. Since the approaching direction must be perpen-
dicular to the contact region, the end-effector’s orientation is
only changeable by rotating around the approaching direction.
The algorithm poses the suction cup to the contact points from
the changeable orientations and removes the infeasible (col-
lided) grasps. In the second step, the algorithm examines the
resistance of planned suction configurations to external torques
caused by gravity. The pseudocode of the algorithm is shown in
Algorithm 1.

First, for each contact point, the algorithm discretizes the
rotation around the contact normal into discreteangles, and com-
putes the rotation matrices. The number of discretized values
is determined by nda. The algorithm poses the eemesh (mesh
model of the end effector) using the computed rotation matrices
and checks the collision between the eemesh and the objmesh
(mesh model of the object). Line 3 of the pseudocode iterates

2Here, we assume a grasp is quasi-static and are considering the worst case,
where the gripping torque must resist the largest torque caused by gravity.
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Fig. 7. Example of the grasp planning for a suction cup and a metal workpiece.
(a) One of the planned grasps. (b) All results. The red grasps collide with the
metal workpiece.

through the discrete orientations. Line 6 poses the eemesh to a
contactwith rotation matrix rotmat. Line 7 checks the collision
between eemesh and objmesh.

After that, the algorithm examines the resistance to exter-
nal torques. The function checktorque(contact, objcom,
hmax) in line 8 of the pseudocode performs the examination.
The function computes the Euclidean distance between contact
and objcom (the com of the object), and checks if (4) is met.

Fig. 7 shows an example of the planning algorithm using
a suction cup and a metal workpiece. Fig. 7(a) is a single
planned grasps. Fig. 7(b) are all the planned results. The red
configurations in Fig. 7(b) are the grasps deleted by thecheck-
collision(eemesh, objmesh) function.

B. Two-Finger Parallel Grippers

Grasp planning for two-finger parallel grippers is a three-step
process. In the first step, the planner for two-finger parallel grip-
pers first finds parallel facets and computes candidate contact
pairs by examining the contact points on the parallel facets.
Compared with suction cups that need one contact point, the
planner for two-finger parallel grippers needs two contact points
with opposite contact normals. Thus, the algorithm involves an
extra step to prepare candidate contact pairs. The second and
third steps are similar to suction cups. In step two, the algorithm
finds the possible orientations to attach the parallel gripper to the
candidate contact pairs. In step three, the algorithm examines the
stability of the planned grasps.

The pseudocode of the grasp planner for two-finger parallel
grippers is shown in Algorithm 2. In the first block (see lines

1–8), the algorithm finds candidate contact pairs. For each pair
of parallel facets, the algorithm initiates a ray that starts from a
contact point on one facet and points to the inverse direction of
the contact normal. It detects the intersection between the ray and
the other facet. If an intersection exists, the contact–intersection
pair is saved as a candidate. Whether two facets in a pair are
parallel is determined by a tunable parameter θparl (see line 3). In
the second block (see lines 10–20), the algorithm performs colli-
sion detection and examines stability. The algorithm invokes two
nestedcheckcollision() functions in the second block. In
the first call (see line 12), the algorithm checks if the gripper’s
stroke collides with the object. The stroke is represented by
cylinders that do not have an orientation. In the second call (see
line 18), the algorithm checks if the whole hand (both fingers and
palm) collides with the object. Especially, the algorithm poses
the gripper by attaching its two fingertips to the contact pair and
performs collision detection at different rotations around the axis
formed by the two contact positions. Suppose the two parallel
fingers are f1 and f2, the contact pair is [contacta, contactb],
the algorithm attaches f1 to contacta, attaches f2 to contactb,
rotates the gripper around the axis

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
contacta − contactb, and

checks the collision between eemesh and objmesh at every
orientation (see lines 13–18).

Fig. 8 shows an example of the planning algorithm using a
Robotiq85 gripper and an electric drill. The CAD model of the
drill is shown in Fig. 8(a). The collision between strokes and
the model is detected in line 12 of Algorithm 2. Fig. 8(b.1–3)
draw some results of the collision detection. The red cylinders
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Fig. 8. Example of the grasp planning for a Robotiq85 gripper and an electric
drill. (a) The CAD model of the drill. (b.1-3). Some of the parallel facets and
the results of checkcollision(stkmesh,objmesh). The cylinders indicate
the stroke of the gripper. The red ones collide with the drill. The white ones
are collision-free. (c) The discretized grasps at one contact pair. The red hands
indicate the obstructed grasps. The white ones are the planned grasps.

Fig. 9. Parameters used in the grasp planning for three-finger parallel grippers.
(a) A clear view of the object used in (b) and (c). (b) The red segment indicates
the thickness of the testing ray. It provides an offset between the thumb and the
remaining fingertips. The center of the ray will be counted as contactb if it
intersects with facetb. (c) The red segments indicate the distances between the
two opposing fingers and the mesh. The planner requires the lengths of these
segments to be smaller than tdct.

show the strokes that collide with the object and are removed to
avoid repeated collision checking at different orientations. The
white cylinders are further examined in line 18 of Algorithm
2 to see if there is a collision between the whole hand and
the object. The discretized orientations at one contact pair and
the results of whole-hand collision detection are illustrated in
Fig. 8(c). The red hands indicate the collided grasps found by
checkcollision(eemesh, objmesh). The white ones are
the planned grasps.

C. Three-Finger Parallel Grippers

The planner proposed in this article is also applicable to three-
finger parallel grippers, where two fingers are actuated together
against a third finger.

The process is similar to grasp planning for two-finger parallel
grippers, except that the parallel facets are treated as a heuristic
guide. We only require the thumb finger to contact one of the
parallel facets, while the two opposing fingers are allowed to
touch anywhere of the object’s mesh surface. The pseudocode is
shown in Algorithm 3. In the first step, the planner finds parallel
facets and computes candidate contact pairs using a routine
similar to but more generalized than Algorithm 2. The main
difference is we allow the thickness of a ray in the ray test to
be changed, as is shown by the offset parameter of the ray()
function in line 5. Algorithm 2 did not have this parameter, since

it requires a pair of contacts to be confronting each other. In
contrast, Algorithm 3 uses the parameter to allow the second
contact to deviate from the piercing normal, and thus allows an
offset between the thumb and the remaining fingertip contacts.
Fig. 9(b) shows the details of how the offset works using the
object shown in Fig. 9(a) as an example. Note that the contactb
in the algorithm is not a real contact on the object’s mesh. It
is the center of the thick ray at the collided cross section. In
the second step, the planer poses the fingertips to the center of
the contact pairs and performs collision detection at different
rotations around the axis formed by contacta and contactb.
The algorithm also invokes two nested checkCollision()
functions. The first invocation checks the collision of strokes
(see line 16). The second invocation checks the collision of the
whole hand (see line 19). However, different from the two-finger
case, the stroke of a three-finger gripper is represented by three
cylinders, which changes with hand orientation. Thus, both the
two invocations are performed under a specific orientation (both
are invoked inside the loop initialized by line 11). If the stroke
is collision-free, the planner attaches the single-finger tip (f1)
to contacta and the center of the other two fingertips ( f2+f3

2 ) to
contactb (see line 17), and examines the distances between f2
and objmesh, and f3 and objmesh (see line 18). The algorithm
requires || f2-objmesh|| <tdct and || f3-objmesh|| <tdct, where
tdct is a tunable parameter. The parameter controls the contacts
between the two opposing fingertips and the object surface. Note
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TABLE I
TUNABLE PARAMETERS

Fig. 10. Planning process for the three-finger gripper and the object shown in
Fig. 9. (a.1). Results of the collision detection on strokes. (a.2) A clear view of
the collision-free strokes of (a.1). (b.1) A collided grasp configuration found by
the second collision checking. (b.2) A collision-free grasp configuration found
by the planner.

that the algorithm does not constrain the contacts of f2 and f3
to fall in the parallel facet. The dist() function measures the
distance to the object’s mesh surface. It allows the two fingers
to contact anywhere on the mesh, as long as the distances are
smaller than tdct. After examining the distances, the algorithm
checks the collision between the whole hand and the object (see
line 19) and examines the stability of the grasping pose (see
line 20).

Fig. 10 illustrates the planning process using the three-finger
gripper and the object shown in Fig. 9. Fig. 10(a.1 and a.2)
is the collision detection with strokes: Fig. 10(a.1) shows both
the collided (red) and collision-free (white) strokes. The two-
finger side is in the front. The strokes are rotated around the
axis passing through the contact pair. Fig. 10(a.2) is a clear view
without the collided ones. The collision-free strokes are further
examined in the second collision detection. Some exemplary
results are shown in Fig. 10(b.1) (a collided grasp configuration)
and Fig. 10(b.2) (a collision-free grasp configuration).

V. EXPERIMENTS, ANALYSIS, AND DEMONSTRATIONS

The experiments and analysis section has three parts. In the
first part, we summarize the tunable parameters and analyze their
influence on the planned results. In the second part, we study
the computational costs, the robustness of the algorithm under
different mesh qualities, the precision of the planned grasps, and
the usage for mesh models reconstructed from point clouds. In
the third part, we show some real-world systems that used the
proposed method for grasp planning.

A. Tunable Parameters

In the algorithms, seven tunable parameters are prepared
for user configuration. The parameters and their functions are

Fig. 11. (a) Results of superimposed segmentation using different θpln. Each
facet is shown in a random color and is drawn with a random offset from its
original position to give a clear view. The results show that a smaller θpln leads
to flatter and smaller facets. (b) Results of superimposed segmentation using
different θfct. The object used for demonstration is the one in Fig. 9(a). The
results show that a smaller θfct leads to more overlap.

summarized in Table I. This section analyzes the parameters
and compares the performance of different parameter settings
by comparing the different planned results. In practice, users
may set the parameters according to the needs of their robotic
systems.

Parameter 1: θpln is used to control the planarity of each facet
during the superimposed segmentation. Smaller θpln leads to
flatter and smaller facets. Fig. 11(a) shows the segmented results
of the electric drill shown in Fig. 8(a) using different θpln. The
facets are drawn with random offsets from their original position
to give a clear view. Each facet is given a random color. As θpln

becomes small, facets become flatter and smaller. In the extreme
case, where θpln = 0◦, each triangle is treated as a facet.

Parameter 2: θfct is used to control the overlap of superim-
posed facets. Smaller θfct leads to more overlap between facets.
Fig. 11(b) shows the segmented results of the tube connector
shown in Fig. 9(a) using different θfct. Like Fig. 11(a), each
facet is drawn with a random offset and a random color. As θfct

becomes smaller, facets become more overlapped.
Parameter 3: tbdry is used to control the distance between

contacts and facet boundaries. Fig. 12(a) shows the results of
contact sampling using the metal workpiece shown in Fig. 7(a)
and different tbdry. Only samples on the bottom of the object
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Fig. 12. (a) Results of contact sampling using different tbdry. The resulting
samples are drawn in blue color. The results show that a smaller tbdry leads to
a smaller clearance between contact samples and facet boundaries. (b) Results
of contact sampling using different trnn. The resulting samples are drawn in red
color. The results show that a smaller trnn leads to denser contact samples.

are shown, and the resulting samples are rendered in blue color.
A smaller tbdry leads to a smaller clearance between contact
samples and facet boundaries (hence less robust results).

Parameter 4: trnn is used to control the radius of contact
regions or the density of contact sampling. Fig. 12(b) shows
the sampling results of the metal workpiece using different trnn.
The samples are rendered in red. A smaller trnn leads to denser
contact samples on the object surface (hence more planned
grasps).

Parameter 5:hmax is used to control the stability of the planned
grasps. An example is shown in Fig. 14(a). The object is the
Stanford bunny (the last model in Fig. 15). As hmax decreases,
the planner reduces to grasp flat facets near the center of mass
to maintain stability.

Parameter 6: θparl is used to control the parallelity of the facet
pairs in grasp planning. Values with a larger offset from 180·

lead to more candidate “parallel” facet pairs to attach the finger
pads and hence more planned grasps. On the other hand, values
with larger offsets result in unstable grasping configurations.
Fig. 13 shows the parallel facets of a toy wheel using different
θparl. Arrows indicate facet normals. Two facets with the same
arrow color are parallel. Like Fig. 11(a), the facets are drawn
with random offsets from their original position to give a clear
view. As θparl becomes smaller, “parallel” facets become less
parallel. Meanwhile, the number of parallel facets becomes
larger.

Parameter 7: tdct is used to control the distances between
finger pads and object surfaces in the grasp planning for three-
finger grippers. Larger values indicate the planner allows a large
difference in distances between finger pads and object surfaces.
In that case, there will be more planned grasps. Meanwhile,
the results are less robust since two fingers cannot touch object
surfaces simultaneously. Fig. 14(b) shows the planned grasps of
the tube connector shown in Fig. 9(a) using different tdct. As
tdct becomes larger, the planned grasp configurations become
denser. The object, which is obstructed by hands in the figure,
is at the same pose as Fig. 9(a). The results also show that when

tdct equals 0 mm, there are no lateral grasps. As tdct becomes
larger, the number of lateral grasps increases.

Parameter 8: In addition, nda determines the number of dis-
cretized rotation angles around contact normals. A larger nda

leads to denser results, as is shown in Fig. 14(c).

B. Performance

1) Computational Costs: The computational costs of plan-
ning grasps for various objects using the proposed algorithms
are shown in Fig. 15. Eight objects are used. From left to right,
they are as follows:

1) a bearing housing (bh);
2) a toy wheel (tw);
3) an electric drill (ed);
4) a tube connector (tc);
5) a metal workpiece (mw);
6) a toy plane body (pb);
7) a toy plane tail (pt);
8) the Stanford bunny (bny).
The details of these objects’ mesh models, including the

number of vertices and triangle faces, are shown in the upper
part of Fig. 15. The various computational costs, including the
time spent on superimposed segmentation, sampling, removing
bad samples 1 (refinement 1 of Fig. 4), removing bad samples 2
(refinement 2 of Fig. 4), planning contact pairs, and the two
nested collision detection, are shown in a lower section of
the table in Fig. 15. The results are obtained by running the
algorithms on a LENOVO ThinkPad P70 mobile workstation.
One core of an Intel Xeon E3-1505 M v5 @ 2.80 GHz 4 Core
CPU is used. The memory size is 16.0 GB. The algorithms
are implemented using python 2.7.11 32 b. The results are the
average values of ten executions using the following parameter
settings: θpln = 20◦, θfct = 20◦, tbdry = 2 mm, trnn = 3 mm, hmax

= 1.5 mm, θparl = 160◦, tdct = 3 mm, nda = 8.
The top two time-consuming items are marked by red and

blue shadows in Fig. 15. The first one is checkcolli-
sion(eemesh, objmesh), which required a few seconds for
a few thousand triangles. The results are reasonable as we are
performing mesh-to-mesh collision detections. The second one
is “Remove Bad Samples 1” (see Section III.B.2) and Fig. 4).
The cost is also reasonable, since it measures the distances of
each sampled contact point to the boundaries of facets.

2) Influence of Mesh Qualities: Fig. 16 shows the perfor-
mance of the algorithms using a model with different mesh
qualities. The meshes are drawn in Fig. 16(1–8). The number
of vertices and triangles of the meshes decreases from 1 to 8.
The two charts in the figure show the normalized time costs and
the normalized number of planned grasps on these models. The
maximum values shown on the left side of the charts are used as
denominators for normalization.

In detail, the different curves in Fig. 16 Chart(a) show the
changes of various costs. The meanings of the colors are also
shown on the left side of the charts. All the results are obtained
using the same parameter settings: θpln = 20◦, θfct = 20◦, tbdry =
2 mm, trnn = 3 mm, hmax = 1.5 mm, θparl = 160◦, tdct = 3 mm,
and nda = 8.
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Fig. 13. Results of parallel facets using different θparl. Arrows indicate facet normals. Two facets with the same arrow color are parallel. The left part of each
subgroup shows two exemplary pairs. The results show that as θparl decreases, less parallel facets are accepted. The right part of a subgroup shows all pairs. Here,
the facets are drawn with random offsets from their original position to give a good view. As θparl decreases, more pairs are found.

Fig. 14. (a) Results of grasp planning using differenthmax. Ashmax decreases,
the hand grasps flat facets near the center of mass to maintain stability. Object:
Stanford bunny, the last model in Fig. 15. (b) Results of different tdct. As tdct
increases, more grasps are found. Object: Tube connector, the fourth model in
Fig. 15. (c) Results of different nda. A larger nda leads to denser results. Object:
Tube connector.

The two curves in Fig. 16 Chart (b) show the number of
planned grasps. The red curve is the changes in grasp number
using the same parameter setting. The blue curve shows the
results using a different θparl value (θparl =140◦). The two curves
imply that the algorithms are stable to low-quality mesh models:
the number of planned grasps does not significantly decrease
along with reduced vertices and triangles. For θparl = 160◦, the
number of planned grasps is considered to have similar values in
the red shadow (spans from 1 to 4). For θparl = 140◦, the number
of planned grasps is considered to have similar values in the blue
shadow (spans from 1 to 6). Note that the previous analysis is
based on the single pt object. Further studies about other meshes

and meshes reconstructed from point clouds will be presented
in Section V.B.3.

3) Precision of the Planned Grasps: Our goal is twofold in
measuring the precision of the planned grasps. First, for a given
mesh model, we measure the precision of the planned grasps
under different parameter settings and study the influence of
each parameter. Second, we measure the precision of the planned
grasps under different mesh qualities and study the robustness
of the proposed algorithms.

Different Parameters: We study the precision of the planned
grasps under different parameter settings using a Robotiq85 two-
finger parallel gripper. The experiment settings are shown in
the right part of Fig. 17. The objects used are Fig. 17(a) the
Stanford bunny (bny) and Fig. 17(b) the bearing housing (bh).
The CAD models of these objects have fixed qualities: (#vertices
1392, #faces 2780) for bny; (#vertices 362, #faces 724) for bh.
augmented reality (AR) markers are attached to the objects to
precisely detect the changes of poses before and after closing the
fingers. The grasps with approaching directions that have less
than a 40◦ angle from the vertical direction, as shown in the left
part of Fig. 17, are selected as the candidate grasps. They are used
to grasp the objects. The initial object pose is considered to be
a reference pose. The difference in object poses (the difference
in the AR marker’s x and y positions, namely dx and dy) after
closing the fingers is measured as the precision.

The results of the bny object are shown in Fig. 18. In the left
case, θparl was set to 140◦, and six candidate grasps were found.
The maximum change after grasping using these planned grasps
was dx = 1.00 mm and dy = 4.5 mm. When θparl was changed
to 160◦ (the right part of Fig. 18), only one candidate grasp was
found. Its change was dx = 0.25 mm and dy = 1.00 mm. The
results of the bh object are shown in Fig. 19. The first two rows
are the results using the following parameter settings: θpln =20◦,
θfct = 20◦, tbdry = 2 mm, trnn = 3 mm, hmax = 1.5 mm, θparl =
140◦, tdct =3 mm, andnda =8. The lower two rows are the results
using a different θparl (θparl = 160◦). When θparl = 140◦, there
are 44 candidate grasps. Two failures are encountered during
the experiments using these planned grasps. The failure cases
are marked in red shadows. The reason was the object slipped
out of the gripper owing to the low θparl. When θparl = 160◦,
there are 32 candidate grasps, and all of them can successfully
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Fig. 15. Computational costs of the proposed algorithms. The rows marked by red and blue shadows denote the most time consuming process. The values are
the average results of ten executions using the following parameter setting: θpln = 20◦, θfct = 20◦, tbdry = 2 mm, trnn = 3 mm, trss = 50 mm, θparl = 160◦, tdct
= 3 mm, nda = 8.

Fig. 16. Performance of the proposed algorithms using a model with decreasing mesh qualities. The meshes in 1–8 have a decreasing number of vertices and
triangles, thus have declining quality. The curves in the two charts show the changes in time costs and the number of planned grasps as the mesh quality decreases.

Fig. 17. Experimental settings used to examine the precision of the planned
grasps. The left part shows the grasps with approaching directions that have less
than a 40◦ angle from the vertical direction. The changes in object poses before
and after grasping are measured by AR markers shown in the right. The bny and
bh objects are tested.

hold the object. The maximum position changes after grasping
are (dx = 2.19 mm, dy = 1.90 mm), and (dx = 1.95 mm, dy =
1.88 mm) in the two cases, respectively. They are marked in red

Fig. 18. Changes in positions after grasping the bny object using the planned
grasps. The small 3-D figures show the candidate grasps used for comparison.
When θparl = 140◦, six candidate grasps are found. They are shown in the left
3-D figure. When θparl = 160◦, only one candidate grasp is found. It is shown
in the right 3-D figure.

frames. With the results of these two models, we confirm that
the planned grasps have satisfying precision and are suitable to
be used by assembly routines (e.g., spiral search). Also, we may
change the algorithms’ parameters and seek a balance between
precision and the number of planned grasps according to the
requirements of specific tasks (e.g., picking vs. assembly).

For readers’ convenience, we su mmarize the detailed changes
of segmentation and planned grasps of the bny object with
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Fig. 19. Changes in x and y after grasping the bh object using planned grasps. When θparl = 140◦, 44 candidate grasps were found. Their poses and precision
are shown in the upper section of the table. The maximum positions change after grasping were dx = 2.19 mm and dy = 1.90 mm. They are marked using red
frames. Two failures were encountered when grasping using these planned grasps. They are marked using red shadows. When θparl = 160◦, 32 candidate grasps
were found. Their poses and precision are shown in the lower section. The maximum changes were dx = 1.95 mm and dy = 1.88 mm.

Fig. 20. Changes of segmentation and planned grasps of the bny object with different parameter settings. The parameters included θpln, θfct, and θparl. At each
row, two of these parameters are fixed to 160◦. The left parameter decreases from left to right.

different parameter settings in Fig. 20. In Fig. 20(a), θpln and θfct

are fixed to 20◦, θparl decreases from left to right. The number
of planned grasps increases as θparl decreases. In Fig. 20(b), θfct

is fixed to 20◦ and θparl is fixed to 160◦, θpln decreases from left
to right. The sizes of facets (measured by the average number of
triangles) increase significantly as θpln decreases. Meanwhile,
as the sizes of facets increase, the number of planned grasps
increases significantly. In Fig. 20(c), θpln is fixed to 20◦ and
θparl is fixed to 160◦, θfct decreases from left to right. The
number of facets decreases slightly as θfct gets smaller. There

are no necessary relations between θfct and the sizes of facets,
or between θfct and the number of planned grasps.

Different Mesh Qualities. We measure the precision of the
planned grasps under different mesh qualities by using both
a Robotiq85 two-finger parallel gripper and a suction cup.
The method we perform the measurement is to plan grasps
using low-quality mesh models, and compare the contact nor-
mals of the planned grasps with the real surface normal on
a groundtruth. Here, the model with the best quality (origi-
nal one modeled using an industrial CAD software, i.e., PTC
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Fig. 21. Changes of planned grasp/suction precision under different mesh qualities. The four objects with different mesh qualities shown in the upper-left part
are used to plan grasps and suctions. The precisions of the planned results are plotted in the middle (gripper) and right (suction cup) columns. The horizontal axis
of each plot indicates the number of triangles in the mesh models in the left. The vertical axis is the precision (the angular difference represented in degree).

Creo Parametric) is used as the groundtruth. The precision of
a planned grasp is measured as the difference between the
contact normal on the low-quality mesh and the groundtruth
mesh (the in-between angle). Mathematically, the precision is
represented using pf =acos(n̂0 · n0)+acos(n̂1 · n1) for the
parallel gripper, which has two contact normals represented by
n0 and n1, and pf =acos(n̂ · n) for the suction cup, which
has only one contact normal represented by n .

The results are shown in Fig. 21. Four objects (bh, bny, ed,
and pb) with changing mesh qualities are used in the analysis,
for they have both spherical and flat features and are easier to
compare. The left part of the figure illustrates the meshes. The
right part shows the changes in the planned grasp precisions.
In detail, the right part has two columns. The charts in the first
column are the results of a parallel gripper. The charts in the
second column are the results of a suction cup. The parameters
used in the planner are the same as in Section V.B.1. Note
that the charts are using absolute values. Their horizontal axes
sequentially indicate the number of triangles in each mesh on the
left. Their vertical axes are the angular difference (in degree).

The results indicate that for both the gripper and the suction
cup, our algorithms can plan grasps with an angle difference
of less than ±12◦. It is consistent with our parameter setting
(θparl = 160◦, θpln = 20◦). The results also show that lower mesh
qualities do not decrease the precision, except in the extreme
cases of bh and pb. The lower-left corner illustrates two examples
of the planned grasps/suctions for the readers’ convenience. In
Fig. 21(a), the red one is a planned grasp using the most low-
quality bny model. The blue one is a grasp at the same contact but
with a normal from the groundtruth mesh. The green one is also a
grasp at the same contact, but the normal is from a triangle, not a

facet. The blue and green grasps can be considered as the results
of ray-shooting based grasp planning (see next section). The
figure shows that the red one is nearer to the blue one compared to
the green one, which indicates the grasp planned by our planner
improves the precision. Fig. 21(b) shows three suction cups. The
red, blue, and green colors indicate the same planned results.
Likewise, the red one is nearer to the blue one and has higher
precision. The results indicate that our method has high precision
and is less influenced by different mesh qualities.

4) Comparison With Other Methods: The developed algo-
rithms are compared to two other widely used grasp planning
methods. The first one is the ray-shooting method, which sam-
ples a contact point on the mesh surface and finds the candidate
counter contact point by shooting a ray from the sampled point
along the reversed normal direction. When the angle between
the normal at the intersection and the normal of the sampled
contact point is less than θparl, the sampled contact point and the
candidate counter contact point are counted as a gripping pair.
The second one is a similar segmentation and sampling-based
method. The difference is the superimposition between the facets
is not considered. It is thus called a simple segmentation method.

The results of these methods using the mw and tc objects as
examples are shown in Fig. 22(a). For each object, three rows are
used to show the results of the ray-shooting method, the simple
segmentation method, and the proposed method. The proposed
method finds more grasps (2080 vs. 140/1984 for the mw object
and 5056 vs. 368/2848 for the tc object). Meanwhile, it has no
significantly higher time cost (2.834s vs. 2.142/2.073s for the
mw object and 13.271s vs. 8.476/6.326s for the tc object).

More statistical results are presented in Fig. 22(b) and (c) and
Fig. 23. Fig. 22(b) compares the total time costs, the number
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Fig. 22. Comparing the performance of a rayshooting method, a simple segmentation method, and the proposed method. (a) The results on the mw and tc objects.
Graphical illustrations are shown in detail for these two objects. (b) Statistical results over all objects in Fig. 15. The three bar graphs compare the total time costs,
the number of sampled points, and the number of grasps of the three methods. The red, green, and blue colors correspond to the results of the rayshooting, the
simple segmentation, and the proposed method, respectively. The horizontal axis indicates the different objects. The vertical axes are normalized concerning the
maximum values of the corresponding objects, which are shown on the top of the graphs for readers’ reference. (c) Comparing the precision of the three methods
using the four objects with varying mesh qualities shown in Fig. 21. The colors have the same meaning as (b). The horizontal axis indicates the number of triangles
in the mesh. The vertical axis indicates the normalized average angular difference. The maximum difference values used for normalization are shown in the lower
right corners of each graph for readers’ reference.

of sampled points, and the number of planned grasps of the
three methods using all objects in Fig. 15. Fig. 22(c) compares
the precision of the three methods using the four objects with
varying mesh qualities shown in Fig. 21. The red, green, and blue
bars of these two subfigures indicate the ray-shooting method,
the simple segmentation method, and the proposed method,
respectively. The horizontal axis indicates the different objects
or an object with different mesh qualities. The vertical axis is
normalized concerning the maximum value of the corresponding

object. The results show that the proposed method generally
finds more samples and grasps. Its time cost is less than the
ray-shooting method and is not significantly worse than the
simple segmentation method. Its precision is less affected by
mesh qualities.

Fig. 23 further compares the sizes of the facets. Likewise, all
eight objects in Fig. 15 are used, and the results are su mmarized
in the eight plots. The vertical axes of these graphs indicate
the size of a facet. The horizontal axes indicate the IDs of
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Fig. 23. Comparing the facet sizes of the method using simple segmentation and superimposed segmentation. The vertical axis of each plot indicates the size
of a facet. The horizontal axes indicate the ID of a facet. The IDs are normalized to the maximum value to have a better visual effect. The blue curve shows the
facet sizes of the method using superimposed segmentation. The orange curve shows the sizes using simple segmentation. The right part renders the difference
graphically for better inspection.

the facets. The IDs are normalized to the maximum value to
have a better visual effect. In each graph, there are two curves,
where the blue curve shows the sizes of the facets produced
by superimposed segmentation, and the orange curve shows the
sizes of simple segmentation. The IDs are sorted so that the ver-
tical values increase monotonically. The curves imply that after
superimposed segmentation, the sizes of the facets increased.
Meanwhile, instead of smoothly increasing, the sizes change
by steps. See the first graph, for example. Before segmentation,
the orange curve is increasing smoothly. After segmentation,
the blue curve changes into a multistep function. The small
facets are merged into bigger ones that have similar curvature
owing to the allowance of repetition, and the facets are better
categorized according to their geometry features. The right part
of this figure further shows the changes by rendering facets in
3-D. Here, four representative cases are shown, including bg,
tc, mw, and pt. The left column shows the facets produced by
superimposed segmentation. The right column shows the results
of simple segmentation. The area marked by the dashed circle
denotes the merged little pieces. They disappeared in the left
column. The results demonstrate that the proposed method is
more uniform in segmentation and consequentially more robust
in grasp planning.

5) Applying to Point Clouds: Since the proposed planner has
low dependency on the mesh qualities, it is suitable for planning
grasps using the mesh models reconstructed from point clouds
obtained by depth sensors. This section demonstrates and ana-
lyzes such an application. We use Photoneo Phoxi3D to capture
point clouds, use the conventional ball pivoting algorithm [57]

to reconstruct a mesh model, and use the proposed planner to
plan both suction and gripping poses. The suction cups have two
different sizes. The first one is the same as the previous section.
Its rubber pad diameter is 15 mm. The second suction cup is
a larger one with a diameter of 45 mm. To avoid the bothering
fixing work, we ask an ABB Yumi robot to hold the suction cups
when executing the planned suction action.

Suction Poses for a Piece of Point Cloud. Planning suction
poses for a piece of point cloud is simpler compared to that of a
gripper, for there is no request for parallel facets. A piece of point
cloud captured from a single view is enough to find candidate
suction poses. Fig. 24 shows the preprocessing done to get the
piece of point cloud and the reconstructed mesh model. The
Phoxi3D is installed to the top of the scene shown in Fig. 24(a).
It captures a point cloud shown in Fig. 24(b). Fig. 24(c) shows a
close-up view of the captured points. Background subtraction
is performed in Fig. 24(d) to crop out the point clouds that
correspond to the objects, say object point clouds. These point
clouds are clustered using density-based spatial clustering of
applications with noise (DBSCAN) [58] in Fig. 24(e) to separate
different objects. Each separated object point cloud is recon-
structed into a mesh model in Fig. 24(f). The last row of this
figure shows a close-up view of the left object to let readers
better compare the results in the following experiments. The
object is an alternative head of a Dyson vacuum cleaner. It is
made of a long flat mouth and a cylindrical connecting end.

Fig. 25 shows the planned suction poses of the small suction
cup using the reconstructed mesh models. In Fig. 25(a), θpln and
θfct are fixed to 20◦. The tbrdy parameter is set to be half of its
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Fig. 24. Reconstructing the mesh model from a single view to prepare for
planning the suction proses. (a) The real-world scene. (b) Captured point clouds.
(c) A close-up view of the captured point clouds. (d) Background subtraction.
(e) Cropping out the object point clouds. (f) Reconstructed mesh models. The
flat last: A close-up view of the left object.

Fig. 25. Upper two rows: Planned suction poses using the reconstructed mesh
models. (a), (b), and (c) are the results under a high resolution-mode. (d), (e),
and (f) are the results under a low-resolution mode. The last row: A final suction
pose chosen by a robot motion planner.

pad diameter (7.5 mm). Since the suction cup exherts an active
sucking force, there is no need to consider SFC. Thus, (5) is
degenerated into c ≤ hmax—namely hmax controls the distance
to the com. The hmax parameter in Fig. 25(a) is set to 50 mm.
The white spheres on the two mesh models indicate their coms.
In Fig. 25(b), both θpln and θfct are changed to 30◦. The hmax

parameter is kept the same. In Fig. 25(c), θpln and θfct are the
same as Fig. 25(a), but the hmax parameter is set to 100 mm. By
comparing the results in Fig. 25(a) and (b) we found that smaller
θpln and θfct reduce the suction poses around the cylindrical

Fig. 26. From left to right: The two suction cups; Planned suction poses; A
final suction pose selected by the robot motion planner; Real execution.

Fig. 27. Planning grasps poses for the ABB IRB14000 SmartGriper using
point clouds. First row: Capture and merge point clouds from four views. (a)
The merged point cloud. (b) The reconstructed mesh model. (c) The planned
grasps. (d) A final grasp chosen by a robot motion planner. The last row: The
real-robot execution.

connecting end of the object, thus resulting into a smaller nubmer
of planned results. By reviewing Fig. 25(c), we found the planner
avoided the bumps at the connecting end of the object to ensure
flat and large contact areas.

The Photoneo Phoxi3D has a high-resolution mode
(2064 × 1544 points) and a low-resolution mode (1032 × 772
points). The results in Fig. 25(a) are under high resolution mode.
We further carried out experiments to compare the performance
of our method under the low-resolution mode. The results are
shown in Fig. 25(d)–(f). The parameter settings of them are,
respectively, the same as Fig. 25(a)–(c). The results indicate that
there is no significant difference compared to the high-resolution
mode. Note that the ball pivoting radius in these two modes
are both set to 5 mm to reduce the influence of the mesh
reconstruction method. The last row of this figure shows a final
suction pose chosen by a robot motion planner and the real-robot
execution.

Fig. 26 shows the results of the larger suction cup. In this case,
the tbrdy parameter is set to be 22.5 mm. The Photoneo Phoxi3D
is in low-resolution mode. The algorithms told us the cleaner
head could not be sucked up by the large cup. The reason is no
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Fig. 28. Using a Kawada Nextage robot to conduct an assembly task. (a) The goal of the assembly task. (b) The planned collision-free grasps for assembly.
The cyan hands show the possible grasp configurations to hold the support. The yellow hands show the possible grasp configurations to hold the wheel. (c) Two
exemplary motion sequences using the planned grasps. (d) A real-world execution.

contact with a distance smaller than 22.5 mm to facet boundaries
was found.

Gripping Poses by Merging Several Point Clouds. Planning
grasping poses for a parallel gripper requires parallel facets.
Thus, it is impossible to carry out experiments with the point
clouds from a single view. We solve this by asking one arm of
the ABB Yumi robot to hold the object, rotate it 360◦ with 90◦

step length to capture four point clouds, and merge them. This
rotation-merging process is shown in the first row of Fig. 27.
The merged point cloud is shown in Fig. 27(a). The ball pivoting
algorithm is applied to reconstruct a mesh model in Fig. 27(b).
The grasp planner plans grasps using the reconstructed model,
and the results are shown in Fig. 27(c). Note that all the planned
grasps grip at the long flat mouth of the object. Directly holding
the connecting end is avoided. The reason is that the planner
did not find good contacts near the bumps at the connecting
end. Fig. 27(d) shows a final grasp chosen by a robot motion
planner. Here, each facet of the reconstructed mesh model is
drawn with different colors to give a clear view of the hidden
object in Fig. 27(c). The last row shows the real-robot execution.

C. Some Real-World Examples Using the Grasp Planner

The proposed method is implemented as a plugin of an
open-source project named wrs_nedo (available on Github at
https://gitlab.com/wanweiwei07/wrs_nedo), where the goal is
to build a system that conducts assembly tasks without human
teach. The input to the system is the CAD models of objects
and kinematic parameters of robots and hands. The output is a
sequence of grasp and robot configurations for assembly. The
proposed grasp planning is a preprocessing component that
prepares preannotated grasp poses. The preannotated grasps
are used by a task and motion planning component to build
a manipulation graph [46] for selecting grasps and generating
robot motion. This section presents some real-world examples
developed based on the system, with a special focus on grasp
planning. Note that all parameters are set to the following default
values during planning the grasps: θpln = 20◦, θfct = 20◦, tbdry =
2 mm , trnn = 3 mm, hmax = 1.5 mm (50 mm for a suction cup),
θparl = 160◦, tdct = 3 mm, nda = 8.

The first example uses a Kawada Nextage robot (Kawada
Industries, Inc.) to assemble a wheel to a support shown in
Fig. 28(a). The hands are two Robotiq F-85 grippers. The

Fig. 29. Using a dual-arm UR3 robot to pick up a vacuum fastener and fasten
a bolt. (a), (b) The robot chooses a suitable grasp from preplanned grasps to pick
up the vacuum fastener. (c) The robot aligns the suction tooltip to a bolt and
fasten it.

input is the initial positions and orientations of the wheel and
the support in a robot’s workspace. The system automatically
plans grasps, invalidates collided grasp configurations, and plans
motion sequences using the collision-free grasps. The planned
collision-free grasps for assembling the two objects are shown
in Fig. 28(b). Two exemplary planned sequences are shown in
Fig. 28(c.1) and (c.2). The real-world execution using one of the
planned sequences is shown in Fig. 28(d).

The second example uses a dual-arm UR3 robot (Universal
Robots A/S) to pick up a vacuum fastener and fasten a bolt.
The robot plans a bunch of candidate grasps using the proposed
algorithms and chooses a suitable grasp to pick up the vacuum
fastener in Fig. 29(a) and (b). Then, it aligns the suction tooltip
to a bolt and fastens it in Fig. 29(d). Like the first example, the
hand used is a Robotiq F-85 gripper.

The third example is to hand over an electric drill from the
right hand of an HRP5P robot (National Inst. of AIST, Japan,
http://y2u.be/ARpd5J5gDMk) to its left hand. The hands are
two three-finger parallel grippers. The robot could precisely hold
the object using the planned grasps [see Fig. 30(a)], and conduct
handover by inserting the thumb of the left hand into the narrow
space between the index and middle fingers of the right hand
Fig. 30(b) and (c).

The fourth example uses an ABB Yumi robot and its two
integrated IRB14000 SmartGrippers to pick up the aforemen-
tioned cleaner head and drop it to a container. Each of the
SmartGrippers has both a lateral suction cup and a central
parallel gripper. The robot uses the right-hand suction cup to
pick up the head [Fig. 31(a), the object is not grippable due
to collisions with the table] and hands it over to the left-hand
parallel gripper for dropping [Fig. 31(b) and (c)].

http://y2u.be/ARpd5J5gDMk
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Fig. 30. Handing over a tool driver from the right hand of an HRP5P robot
to its left hand. (a) The robot picks up the electric drill using its left hand and
prepares it for handover. (b) and (c) The robot inserted the thumb of its right
hand into the narrow space between the index and middle fingers of the left hand
to hand over the drill.

Fig. 31. Using combined suction cups and parallel grippers to pick up the
aforementioned cleaner head and drop it to a container. (a) The robot picks the
object up using its right-hand suction cup. (b) The robot hands over the object
to its left-hand parallel gripper. (c) The robot drops the object to a container.

The details of these examples together with their grasp plan-
ning process are available in the video supplementary of this
article.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this article, we proposed grasp synthesis algorithms that are
efficient, precise, and highly configurable with several tunable
parameters. The algorithms focused on industrial end-effectors
like grippers and suction cups, and can be used in industrial
tasks like bin-picking and assembly. The efficiency, precision,
robustness, and configurability of the proposed method meet
the requirements of these tasks. The proposed planner was in-
dependent of mesh qualities and was applicable to mesh models
reconstructed from point clouds. It was demonstrated to be
practical by a real-world robotic assembly task.

We envision our future research focusing on noncontinuous
contacts. Right now, a finger pad was assumed to be continuously
in contact with an object, making it difficult to find grasps on
discrete surfaces (e.g., grasp the screw threads of a bolt). We
will use surface simplification, reconstruction, and multi-contact
analysis to challenge the difficulty in the future.
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